Quantitation of echo-contrast effects.
With the recent development of sonicated microbubble echocardiographic contrast agents, it is now reasonable to attempt to quantitate actual tissue perfusion. However, this requires an understanding of the quantitative relationship between microbubble concentrations and the reflected ultrasound signal. This paper describes (1) the basic acoustic properties of sonicated microbubbles, and (2) experimental verification of this relationship, showing that the ultrasound signal actually begins to decrease at a critical concentration that may be predicted based upon bubble size. These microbubbles have acoustic properties that are essentially those of a random collection of Rayleighian scatters. Signal strength is governed primarily by the compressibility of gas, as opposed to fluid. In addition, bubble diameter is an important factor in determining signal strength (sixth power dependence). And, because the bubbles are randomly arranged, the reflected signal is not as great as might be expected, when compared to the signal reflected by a single bubble. A simple in vitro test of the acoustic analysis confirmed the critical limit for bubble concentration, the measurement of which led to a prediction for sonicated microbubble size that is within a factor of two of the published values. This acoustic analysis and confirmation, along with ongoing in vivo experimentation, promises to make possible quantitative regional perfusion measurement employing sonicated contrast agents.